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a b s t r a c t

Design patterns are important in software maintenance because they help in understanding and re-engi-
neering systems. They propose design motifs, solutions to recurring design problems. The identification
of occurrences of design motifs in large systems consists of identifying classes whose structure and orga-
nization match exactly or approximately the structure and organization of classes as suggested by the
motif. We adapt two classical approximate string matching algorithms based on automata simulation
and bit-vector processing to efficiently identify exact and approximate occurrences of motifs. We then
carry out two case studies to show the performance, precision, and recall of our algorithms. In the first
case study, we assess the performance of our algorithms on seven medium-to-large systems. In the sec-
ond case study, we compare our approach with three existing approaches (an explanation-based con-
straint approach, a metric-enhanced explanation-based constraint approach, and a similarity scoring
approach) by applying the algorithms on three small-to-medium size systems, JHOTDRAW, JUZZLE, and
QUICKUML. Our studies show that approximate string matching based on bit-vector processing provides
efficient algorithms to identify design motifs.

� 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Maintenance of object-oriented systems is a time- and re-
source-consuming activity that amounts to more than 50% of the
total cost of the systems [1,2]. Documentation is often obsolete,
if existing, and design information and decisions are often lost. A
major task of maintainers is design recovery, which consists of
building higher-level abstractions from source code [3], the only
up-to-date source of information about a system, to understand
the design and identify where to perform maintenance activities.

Design recovery benefits from the knowledge of design patterns
[4] used by developers during design and implementation. Indeed,
design patterns provide design motifs that are ‘‘good” solutions to
recurring design problems. Design motifs are the solutions advo-
cated by the design patterns, which are implemented in systems
as micro-architectures where different actual entities (classes and
interfaces) and elements (methods, fields, binary class relation-
ships) play the roles defined in the motifs, for example a class
AttributeFigure may play the role of Leaf defined in the Com-
posite design motif [4, p. 163].

The identification of micro-architectures similar to design mo-
tifs helps the design recovery task by highlighting potential uses

of design motifs and, by extension, design problems and design
decisions made in a system architecture. The intent of the develop-
ers having implemented the micro-architectures may not have
been to solve the related design problems; yet, the knowledge that
these micro-architectures are similar to some motifs may help
other developers to grasp the complexity and the relationships
among the classes in the micro-architectures and the rest of the
system. However, micro-architectures implementing design motifs
are spread in a system architecture and, therefore, are difficult for
maintainers to identify manually through code inspection. Impor-
tant design decisions are lost.

Most previous approaches of design motif identification are often
limited because of their time performance. For example, some ap-
proaches used a Prolog-like unification mechanism [5] or constraint
programming [6], which are slow because of the combinatorial
explosion of possible occurrences, i.e. the possible combinations of
entities in a system that form micro-architectures similar to a design
motif. Other approaches based on metrics [7,8] showed a promising
increase in performance but are still too slow to be included in the
maintainers’ day-to-day design recovery tasks. Tsantalis et al. [9] re-
cently proposed an approach based on similarity scoring with land-
marking performance, as discussed in Section 2.

The structural matching between micro-architectures and design
motifs is similar to sequences comparisons in bioinformatics. In-
deed, duplication with modification is an essential process in protein
evolution, and gene mutations are also frequent in biology [10].
Localizing mutated genes in a long anonymous DNA sequence or
modified proteins in a long amino-acid sequence are important
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problems in bioinformatics, which are similar to the identification of
occurrences of design motifs in large systems. Authors tackle these
problems in bioinformatics with approximate string matching algo-
rithms. Their algorithms are efficient because the length of the DNA
or amino-acid sequences can reach billions of characters. Dynamic
programming [11–13], automata simulation [14,15], and bit-vector
processing [16–19] are three interesting pattern matching ap-
proaches. Yet, they cannot be used directly for design motif identifi-
cation because they are designed for strings, and a design motif is
more like a regular expression than a word.

While regular expression matching cannot be resolved easily
and efficiently with a dynamic programming approach, it can be
done with bit-vector processing and automata simulation algo-
rithms. Bit-vector processing algorithms are particularly promis-
ing, for example they have been used to represent binary
decision diagrams [20].

In our previous work [21], we introduced a process to convert
object-oriented programs into strings and to analyze these strings
to identify occurrences of design motifs. This previous work ad-
dressed two aspects of design motif identification: quality of the
micro-architectures and quality of the identification process. Qual-
ity of the micro-architectures includes identifying complete and
approximate occurrences of design motifs and the precision and
recall of the identification. Quality of the identification process in-
cludes performance (cost of the identification in processing time)
and automation (automated versus manual process).

We build on our previous work to present and compare two ap-
proaches for design motif identification using automata simulation
and bit-vector processing as well as to perform a comparison with
previous approaches. Thus, we contribute a complete survey of the
adaptation of the pattern matching algorithms used in bioinfor-
matics to design motif identification, in which Section 2 summa-
rizes related studies and highlights their drawbacks; Section 3
describes the pre-processing of our algorithms; Section 4 details
our two algorithms; Section 5 presents the approximations that
must be handled when searching for approximate occurrences;
Section 6 details our implementation; Section 7 presents two case
studies to compare the results with previous approaches in terms
of performance, precision, and recall; and Section 8 concludes
and introduces future work. The results of this work could be used
as a basis for future work applying bioinformatics algorithms to
motif identification.

2. Related work

Several approaches of design motif identification have been
introduced in the literature. Most of these approaches use struc-
tural matching between micro-architectures and design motifs,
with different algorithms being used: rule inference [5,22], queries
[23,24], fuzzy reasoning nets [25], and constraint programming
[6,26].

For example, Wuyts [5] described design motifs as Prolog predi-
cates and system entities as facts. He applied a Prolog inference algo-
rithm to unify predicates and facts and thus identify entities playing
roles in design motifs. The main problem of such a structural ap-
proach is the inherent combinatorial complexity of identifying
subsets of entities matching design motifs, which corresponds to a
problem of subgraph isomorphism [27]. Approaches based on con-
straint programming [6] also face a combinatorial complexity,
although explanations [28] reduce this complexity through user-
interactions [26].

Antoniol et al. introduced an approach to reduce the search
space using metrics [7]. They designed a multi-stage filtering pro-
cess to identify micro-architectures identical to design motifs. For
each entity of a system, they computed some metrics, for example,

the numbers of inheritance, association, and aggregation relation-
ships, and they compared these values with expected values for the
corresponding role in a design motif before applying constraint-
based structural matching. They inferred expected metric values
from design motif descriptions manually. The main limitation of
their work was the assumption that the micro-architectures accu-
rately reflect the design motifs, which is rare. Moreover, the theo-
retical quantification of roles, when possible, did not reduce the
search space significantly.

Following [7], the second author and other collaborators im-
proved on the two previous approaches by combining metric
thresholds obtained using machine learning algorithms and expla-
nation-based constraint programming [8]. Roles in design motifs
were quantified empirically using P-MART, a database of micro-
architectures similar to design motifs manually identified in sev-
eral systems. This quantification was used to remove from the
search space entities which cannot participate in a design motif
according to the empirical data. Explanation-based constraint pro-
gramming was applied on the remaining entities to identify micro-
architectures similar to design motifs. This approach showed
promising results but suffers from a lack of data on manually-iden-
tified micro-architectures and, again, from the performance of
explanation-based constraint programming.

Tsantalis et al. [9] recently introduced a novel approach to iden-
tify design motifs in object-oriented systems using similarity scor-
ing. The authors converted the graphs representing (parts of) the
structure of a motif and of a system into a set of matrices where
rows and columns represent roles (or entities) and a value of 1
indicates a particular relation between roles and–or entities. They
defined at least six different matrices to describe, for example, the
association graph, the generalization graph, abstract classes, and
the graph of similar method invocations. They introduced a simi-
larity scoring between matrices to compute the similarity between
a motif and a set of entities while considering the number of matri-
ces in which roles are involved to normalize the score. This ap-
proach is interesting because it allows for fast computations. It
compares to our approaches in which we convert the graph of a
motifs into an automata (automata simulation) or into a string of
tokens (bit-vector processing algorithm). However, in our ap-
proaches, we attempt to ease the description of approximations,
while Tsantalis et al.’s constraint the possible approximations to
few cases.

Moreover, we discovered some errors in the reported results.1

For example in JHOTDRAW v5.1, the approach did not identify the
Observer design motif where classes Figure and FigureChan-

geListener in package CH.ifa.draw.framework play the roles
of Subject and Observer respectively. Still in JHOTDRAW v5.1,
the approach reports CommandButton and Command in package
CH.ifa.draw.util as Context and State/Strategy, respec-
tively, in a State or Strategy design motif, while the Command-

Button class in fact implements a Command-enabled button,
encapsulating a given and unique Command, as confirmed by the
system documentation.

It is important to identify similar but not identical occurrences
to handle cases where a design motif has been adapted to better fit
its context of use or the developers’ needs. For example in Fig. 1, an
excerpt from JHOTDRAW v5.1, the CompositeFigure class, which
plays the role of Composite, is not in a composition relationship
with class Figure, which plays the role of Component, and the
class AbstractFigure has been inserted between these two clas-
ses. Most previous approaches, except Tsantalis et al.’s [9] and one
by the second author and collaborators [29], could not identify

1 Tsantalis et al. [9] kindly detail their results at http://java.uom.gr/~nikos/pattern-
detection.html, last accessed on the 20/01/2009.
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automatically this micro-architecture similar to the Composite

design motif, shown in Fig. 2, although this information would
be useful to maintainers to understand the design decisions behind
the structure.

Therefore, the main limitations of previous work are threefold.
Some previous approaches are slow [5,26] and thus cannot be used
in industrial contexts. Other approaches only identify occurrences
that match exactly their representations of the design motifs
[5,7,9,23,24]. New descriptions can be added but a more interest-
ing approach would be to start from the representation given in
[4] and allow automated approximation to relieve the maintainers
from describing all possible variants of a design motif. Tsantalis et
al.’s approach is very promising but we follow a different research
avenue by studying the use of two algorithms from bioinformatics
that satisfy our needs for approximations and performance: auto-
mata simulation and bit-vector processing.

In addition to the previous limitations, structural approaches
are inherently limited because they cannot take into account or as-
sess the intent of the identified occurrences. Indeed, even if a set of
classes are structurally similar to and have the same relationships
than the classes describing a motif; this similarity could be acci-
dental, i.e. does not necessarily reflect the developers’ intent. The
difference between structure and intent is the main reason for dis-
tinguishing between design patterns and design motifs [29]. To the
best of our knowledge, only Kampffmeyer’s work tried to address
the intent of design patterns [30].

3. Pre-processing

Classical pattern matching algorithms are designed for strings
and are interesting in bioinformatics, where sequences of tokens
(nucleotides, amino-acids, and so on) are the main subject of study.
Thus, before applying algorithms from bioinformatics to the iden-
tification of design motifs, we must convert systems and design
motifs into strings to use classical approaches for our purpose.
We must create the smallest possible strings because the complex-
ity of the algorithms depends on their lengths.

This pre-processing of design motifs and systems into strings
involves three steps. We first convert models of design motifs
and systems into digraphs (Section 3.1). Then, we transform these
digraphs into Eulerian digraphs (Section 3.2) to finally generate un-
ique string representations (Section 3.3).

3.1. Design motif and system models

Fig. 2a shows the design motif of the Composite design pattern
[4, p. 163] with a UML-like graphic representation. A typical ob-
ject-oriented system is represented statically by its source code
describing the entities and elements interacting to provide its
functionality. Fig. 3a shows the model of a simple example system
with the same UML-like representation. Both representations are
very similar and we can model them using a single formalism.

We use a same meta-model to describe entities and elements
either forming a design motif or a system. The meta-model defines
constituents whose instances are entities and elements combined
together to describe models of design motifs and systems. We
consider binary class relationships as elements: creation, special-
ization, implementation, use, association, aggregation, and compo-
sition relationships. We distinguish the association, aggregation,
and composition relationships using rules on their implementa-
tions and part of their behaviour at runtime, as far as it can be
inferred statically, as described in a previous work [31].

We also use ignorance relationships [32]. Indeed, the strings ob-
tained from the design motifs specify what must be found in a sys-
tem, while some motifs also specify what should not be found. For
example, the entity playing the role of Adaptee in the Adapter

design motif must ignore the entity Adapter, i.e. must not have
any relationship with it, as shown in Fig. 4. The number of false
positives is reduced by adding ignorance relationships in our de-
sign motifs strings.

A model of a design motif or a system is actually a graph whose
vertices are entities and whose edges are elements connecting

Figure

CompositeFigureAttributeFigure

AbstractFigure

PolyLineFigure

innini

in

ag
as

Fig. 1. Example of approximate implementation of the Composite in JHOTDRAW

where as, ag, and in are association, aggregation, and inheritance relationships.

Fig. 2. Representations of the Composite design motif where as, ag, and in are as defined in Fig. 1 and co and dm are composition and dummy relationships.
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entities. Thus, edges are directed because binary class relationships
are directed. If more than one identical relationship (e.g. two asso-
ciations) exists between the same two entities, we keep only one
relationship of each type. We choose to keep one relationship be-
cause (1) a same relationship can be matched against any number
of relationships in the design motif and (2) no design motif in-
cludes a class with two relationships of the same type pointing to-
ward a same class. This is a simplifying assumption that leads
certain motifs being not distinguishable. Yet, we never encoun-
tered such motifs so far.

We only consider entities and binary class relationships when
defining our models of design motifs and obtaining the corre-
sponding strings. This choice is motivated by the simplicity of con-
verting our models into strings using the two steps described in the
following subsections. Yet, it limits the type and amount of data
available to perform the identification and, thus, may lead to false
positive occurrences being identified. In particular, we do not use
polymorphism and the presence of particular method invocations
(such as the dual dispatch in the Visitor design pattern). How-
ever, our choice still allows us to identify meaningful occurrences,
as shown in Section 7 and the use of other types of data, such as
method invocations, is left to future work.

3.2. Eulerian digraphs of design motif and system models

With the previous meta-model, a model of a design motif or a
system is a digraph. A digraph is typically not Eulerian, i.e. it does
not contain a Eulerian circuit, a cycle which uses each edge exactly

once. We transform a digraph of a design motif or a system into a
Eulerian graph automatically and consistently by adding dummy
edges between vertices with unequal in- and out-degrees. We
use the transportation simplex [33] to obtain the number of dum-
my edges to be added among vertices and we consider those with
greater in-degree as suppliers and those with greater out-degree as
demanders. We assume uniform unitary shipping costs between
suppliers and demanders. The transportation simplex computes
the optimal solution (minimum cost) and a list of flows among
suppliers and demanders. In our case, a flow represents a dummy
edge between vertices. If the flow is greater than one, then as many
dummy edges must be added between the vertices. Figs. 2b and 3b
show respectively the Eulerian models of the Composite design
motif and the simple example system.

3.3. Design motif and system strings

We compute the minimum Eulerian circuit using a dedicated
algorithm to obtain unique strings of a design motif and a system
model. The algorithm solves the directed Chinese Postman prob-
lem: the shortest tour of a graph which visits each edge at least
once (see for example [34]). For a Eulerian graph, a Eulerian circuit
is the optimal solution to the Chinese Postman problem.

Given a starting root vertex v root , the solution of the Chinese
Postman problem is a unique list of edges starting and ending with
vroot and containing all edges once. We iterate over the list of edges
to build a unique string of design motif and system models with re-
spect to the root vertices. Figs. 2c and 3c show strings of the Com-
posite design motif and the example system with Component

and A as root vertices respectively.
The resolution of the Chinese Postman problem requires choos-

ing a root vertex for the traversal of the digraph. For example, the
string of the Composite design motif from the Component class
is: Component in Leaf dm Component in Composite co Compo-
nent, while from the Composite class it is: Composite co Com-

ponent in Leaf dm Component in Composite. Although
different, these strings are identical when considered as circular
sequences, i.e. the last token in the string is also its first token. In-
deed, when first entering a vertex, our implementation of the Chi-
nese Postman algorithm always chooses the same edge to leave a
vertex, using the edge with the smallest weight and a lexicographic
order among equally-weighted edges.

Fig. 3. Representations of a simple example system where the Composite design motif is implemented by class B as component, class E as composite, and classes C, D, and E

as leaves, and where the new relationship cr corresponds to creation (instantiation) relationships.

Fig. 4. Adapter design motif with ignorance relationships (ig).
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4. Identification

We summarise our approach of design motif identification intu-
itively as follows: we identify a micro-architecture similar to a de-
sign motif by simultaneously reading a system and a design motif
and then recording the entities in the system that match those in
the design motif in terms of structure and organization. Thus, de-
sign motif identification is an inherently combinatorial problem,
requiring all possible combinations of entities through their ele-
ments to be compared against a motif.

We introduce two algorithms to retrieve occurrences of design
motifs from the strings. The first identification algorithm uses
automata simulation. The second one is an iterative bit-vector pro-
cessing algorithm somewhat similar to bioinformatics approxi-
mate string matching algorithms.

4.1. Automata simulation

Automata simulation is often used to search for occurrences of a
regular expression in a text. The construction of a finite automaton
from a regular expression can be automated [35,36]. There are two
kinds of finite automata, nondeterministic finite automata (NFA)
and deterministic finite automata (DFA), both of which can accept
the same languages. It is always possible to construct a NFA from a
DFA and vice versa [37]. Fig. 5 represents the NFA to identify occur-
rences of the Composite design motifs. A design motif identification
NFA has bm=2c þ 1 states where m represents the number of trip-
lets in the design motif string. A triplet is composed of two classes
connected by a relationship. A conditional transition is added for
each triplet of the design motif string. The conditions are used to

ensure that each occurrence of a role is replaced by the same sys-
tem entity. Loop transitions are also added to every state except
the last one to allow ‘‘holes” between triplets in the system string.
This is similar to pushdown automata that can use and manipulate
a stack containing data to determine the next transition.

When analyzing the simple example system represented in
Fig. 3 to identify micro-architectures similar to the Composite de-
sign motif, the NFA reads the first triplet A in B and the states 0
and 1 activate. When state 1 activates, a part of a possible occur-
rence is created with A as Component and B as Leaf. State 0 is kept
activated by the R transition to allow other occurrences with
different entities for the Component and Leaf roles. For example,
a part of a new occurrence fComponent ¼ B;Leaf ¼ Dg is
created when reading the next triplet. The automaton finds the
occurrence fComponent ¼ B;Leaf ¼ D;Composite ¼ Eg after
passing through the states 0, 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. If a transition contains
a role already processed, it can only be taken if the symbol read for
that role corresponds to the same previous entity. For example, the
transition Component in Composite was followed when reading
the triplet B in E.

In contrast to acceptors automata that test whether an input is
accepted or not, the path taken during the simulation of the NFA is
important. Each path to the final state is an occurrence of the motif.
Fig. 6 presents the pseudo-code to identify a design motif using the
NFA. The execution of the simulation with backtracking is done
with the function match with the system string, the initial state,
and an empty occurrence as parameters.

Because there can be a very large number of paths to manage,
automata simulation is not really efficient. The use of a DFA can
help because only one path can find every occurrence. For that rea-

Fig. 5. NFA for the identification of occurrences of the Composite design motif. The R symbol represents transitions that can be followed with any triplets of the input.

Fig. 6. Simplified pseudo-code to identify a design motif with a NFA.
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son, we convert our NFA into a DFA. Fig. 7 represents the DFA to
identify occurrences of the Composite design motif. Each transi-
tion is also associated with a condition. For example, transition
C2 in C3 between states 1 and 2 can only be taken if C2 represents
the entity already associated with the role Component (i.e. C2 of
the transition C1 co C2 between states 0 and 1).

Transitions labelled � are only taken if no other transition can be
followed. This corresponds to every other triplet not already spec-
ified by transitions. Transitions with a dm can be considered as �-
transitions in NFA and as transitions without condition in DFA,
i.e. they can be followed without moving forward in the input.

The automaton-based approach assumes that triplets always
appear in the same order in the motif and system strings. The algo-
rithm used to build the strings does indeed increase the likelihood
that triplets appear in the same order, but in the cases where they
do not, an automaton is not able to identify the motif and thus
misses occurrences. This limitation can be solved by adding (1)
an edge between certain pairs of states in the automaton and (2)
the condition that an occurrence exists if and only if all states of
the automaton have been reached.

Adding edges allows the automaton to identify occurrences in
which the triplets are not in the expected order. Fig. 8 shows the
NFA in Fig. 5 modified to handle unexpected orders in the triplets:
the end nodes of any edges is now reachable from any state using
the transition that was present in the original automaton. Thus,

from any node, it is possible to reach any other node to handle trip-
lets in any order.

Adding the condition that all states must have been reached
forces the automaton to cover all edges and, therefore, prevents
the automaton to miss occurrences because of the triplets being
in different order than expected.

However, these extra edges and condition further slow down
the performance of the automata simulation. Moreover, automaton
simulation does not handle elegantly ignorance relationships, be-
cause they cannot be expressed as edges among states. Ignorance
relationships must be treated globally, either as conditions over
the transitions or filters over the identified occurrences.

Therefore, we conclude that it is possible to apply pattern
matching algorithms based on automata to the identification of de-
sign motifs. However, automata simulation has drawbacks (perfor-
mance, ignorance) and, because of these drawbacks, we explore
the possibilities of bit-vector processing algorithms.

4.2. Iterative bit-vector processing algorithm

The use of a bit-vector algorithm for design motif identification
is interesting because such an algorithm can find a solution to a
problem in a bounded number of vector operations, which is inde-
pendent of the length of the system string. Allowable operations in
bit-vector algorithms are restricted to inherently-parallel bit-wise
operations available in processors (including shifts), which implies
that a bit-vector algorithm can be implemented efficiently.

We developed a dedicated iterative bit-vector processing algo-
rithm to find exact and approximate occurrences of a design motif
in a system. Let a token be any symbol appearing in a string x rep-
resenting a system model. The characteristic vector of a token l
associated with the string x ¼ x1 � � � xm, denoted by l, is

li ¼
1 if xi ¼ l

0 otherwise:

�

For example, in the string of the system in Fig. 3c, the characteristic
vector of class G is

G ¼ 00000000000000|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
14

10001000100010000

while the vector for the inheritance relationship in is

in ¼ 010100010001 000000000000000000|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
19

:

Characteristic vectors are sequences of bits on which to apply stan-
dard bit operations: bit-wise logical ‘‘and”, ‘‘or” operators, left and
right shifts. Due to our construction of the strings, tokens compos-
ing a design motif always appear in the same order modulo a shift,
so we consider our characteristic vectors as being circular. We de-
fine the right shift of a characteristic vector l ¼ l1 � � � lm�1lm as
! l ¼ lml1 � � � lm�1, the elements have been shifted to the right by
one position, circularly. We similarly define the left shift of l as
 l ¼ l2 � � � lml1.

We use characteristic vectors to find the entities playing a role
in a design motif. Our algorithm iteratively reads triplets of tokens
in the design motif string, e.g. tmotif ¼ fRole1;Relationship;Role2g,
and identifies in the system string—using disjunctions and
shifts—all possible triplets that matches tmotif , i.e. all possible pairs
of entities between which the Relationship exists. It stores the enti-
ties identified as playing potentially Role1 and Role2 and then reads
on the next triplet. While reading the next triplet and identifying
the entities potentially playing each new role, the algorithm uses
the sets of already identified entities to reduce the number of can-
didate entities, similarly to a unification algorithm. When the algo-
rithm has read the last triplet, a set is associated with each role. If
any one of these sets is empty, no occurrence of the motif has been

Fig. 7. DFA for the identification of occurrences of the Composite design motif. For
a given state, the � symbol represents the complementary of all output transitions
for this state.

Fig. 8. NFA for the identification of occurrences of the Composite design motif in
Fig. 5 modified to handle unexpected order.
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identified, else as many occurrences as the size of the smallest set
have been identified.

For example, to identify exact occurrences of the Composite

design motif in Fig. 2 in the simple example system in Fig. 3, the
algorithm reads the first triplet Component in Leaf and finds po-
tential entities for the Component and Leaf roles in the string of
the simple example system. It retrieves entities before and after
the in token in the system string by applying bit-wise operations
on its characteristic vectors. Fig. 9 shows the pseudo-code for the
retrieval of the entities before and after a specific token.

The algorithm now has initial sets of entities for the two roles.
The next triplet represents a dummy relationship added by the
transportation simplex and is therefore ignored. The algorithm
then processes the next triplet Component in Composite. How-
ever, it does not take potential Component entities in the set of
all entities but in the Component role set, because it has already
read the Component token. Thus, sets of entities represent poten-
tial occurrences and the algorithm tests each occurrence repeat-
edly after each triplet. In the case of the triplet Component in

Composite, the algorithm searches for all possible entities for
the Composite role for each occurrence by verifying if the disjunc-
tion between every entity characteristic vector and the disjunction
between the ! in characteristic vector and the !! Component
characteristic vector is not null. For example, with the current
occurrence {Component = B, Leaf = C}, we compute the following
operations on the characteristic vectors

!! B ¼ 0000100010001 0 � � �0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
18

! in ¼ 0010100010001 0 � � �0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
18

ð!! BÞ ^ ð! inÞ ¼ 0000100010001 0 � � �0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
18

E ¼ 00000000|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
8

1 0 � � �0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
15

1 000000|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
6

ð!! BÞ ^ ð! inÞ ^ E ¼ 00000000|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
8

1 0 � � �0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
22

:

and occurrence {Component = B, Leaf = C, Composite = E} is
added to the list of occurrences because ð!! BÞ ^ ð! inÞ ^ E is
not null: the entity E is found after the tokens B in in the system
string.

Table 1 shows the occurrences after the first, third, and fourth
triplets have been processed sequentially. The second triplet is
ignored because it corresponds to a dummy relationship. The or-
der in which the triplets are read influences the identification

time. It is preferable to treat less frequent relationships first to
reduce the number of potential occurrences early in the process.
This can be done by giving different weights to edges when
resolving the Chinese Postman problem or by doing a post-treat-
ment on a design motif string. For example, the Composite

string could be read circularly beginning with the Composite

token, so that the composition relation co would be treated first.
Table 2 shows that this new ordering decreases the number of
potential occurrences to 3 with respect to the original number
of 10 in Table 1.

Negative relationships are easily handled with the negation
operator. For example, an ignorance relationship between the
two classes C and E exists if:

ðð!! CÞ ^ :ð! in_ ! as_ ! ag_ ! co _ � � �ÞÞ
^ E ¼ 0 � � �0|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

31

5. Approximations

Design motif identification is an approximate unification prob-
lem. Approximation is necessary because, for example, a docu-
mented occurrence of the Composite design motif in JHOTDRAW

v5.1 has a class inserted between those playing the roles of Compo-
nent and Composite, as shown in Fig. 1 in Section 2. Thus, we in-
clude automatic and manual approximation mechanisms in our
identification algorithms.

Maintainers can perform approximations manually by specify-
ing which relationships should be relaxed. However, describing
all possible approximations is not reliable because one approxima-
tion could be overlooked and because all these approximations are
tedious and difficult to maintain. An automatic mechanism of

Fig. 9. Pseudo-code for the retrieval of the entities before and after a specific token.

Table 1
Occurrences when beginning with the in relationship between Component and
Leaf.
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approximations must therefore be used to compute and explain
identified micro-architectures to maintainers by stating explicitly
what parts of a design motif are not exactly implemented. The
approximately identified micro-architectures, once manually in-
spected by the maintainers, help in improving the code by applying
corrections based on the design motifs.

In our model, where binary class relationships and classes are
the main constituents, four types of approximations are possible:

� Type 1 approximation allows a relation between two entities to
be different from expected. For example, an aggregation rela-
tionship could be replaced by a stronger relationship (composi-
tion) or a weaker one (association, use).

� Type 2 approximation allows the hierarchy of roles to be
approximated: some entities could be inserted in or removed
from the inheritance tree.

� Type 3 approximation handles cases where the kind of entities
is not respected. Abstract entities could be played by concrete
entities or vice-versa.

� Type 4 approximation manages cases where all roles in a
design motif are not played by an entity in a system. For exam-
ple, it is possible to find micro-architectures implementing the
Composite design motif without a Leaf.

We limit possible approximations to the four types presented
above. Therefore, for example, we do not take into account the
case where a class serves as an intermediary in the association
relationship between two classes. We disregard such an approxi-
mation because we believe that it would lead to too many false
positives.

Other types of approximations are possible. For example, a cli-
ent class could call a concrete method instead of an abstract meth-
od or references on objects could be obtained through a database
instead of using a binary class relationship. However, approxima-
tions based on method types or field access are not possible in
our algorithms because the system and motif models do not in-
clude such data and we leave for future work this extension of
our model.

Fig. 1 includes four approximate occurrences of the Composite
design motif. The occurrences

fComponent ¼ Figure;

Composite ¼ CompositeFigure;

Leaf ¼ PolyLineFigureg

and

fComponent ¼ Figure;

Composite ¼ CompositeFigure;

Leaf ¼ AttributeFigureg

are approximate occurrences of types 1 and 3. The composition
relationship is replaced by an aggregation and the class Abstract-
Figure is inserted between the entities playing the roles of Compo-
nent and Composite. Two other occurrences exist:

fComponent ¼ AbstractFigure;

Composite ¼ PolyLineFigure;

Leaf ¼ AttributeFigureg

and

fComponent ¼ AbstractFigure;

Composite ¼ PolyLineFigure;

Leaf ¼ CompositeFigureg

with type 1 approximation where the composition relationship is
replaced by an association. An association from class PolyLine-

Figure to class AbstractFigure exists through the implicit call
from the constructor of PolyLineFigure to the constructor of
AbstractFigure [31]. The corresponding occurrences are there-
fore far approximations because PolyLineFigure does not explic-
itly declares a one-to-many composition with AbstractFigure

and could be ignored by maintainers or automatically discarded
by disallowing the approximation of compositions by associations.

Approximate occurrences are easily obtained with both auto-
mata simulation and bit-vector processing. With automata, type
1 and 2 approximations are obtained by adding transitions. For
example, adding a transition Cx ag Cy where a transition Cx co Cy

already exists allows the composition relationship to be replaced
by an aggregation relationship. Adding transitions without condi-
tion allows type 2 approximations. Type 3 and 4 approximations
are made possible by modifying the transition conditions, for
example, by allowing the children or parents of an entity to play
its role.

With bit-vector processing, type 1 approximation are obtained
by using a disjunction between the characteristic vectors of the re-
laxed relationships and those of the expected relationships. For
example, a disjunction between the characteristic vectors of the
composition and aggregation relationships allows occurrences
with either a composition or an aggregation relationship between
two entities. All relationships may be relaxed or removed
completely.

Type 2 approximate occurrences can be identified by adding the
parents and children of an entity playing a role in a design motif as
possible entities for that role. The children of an entity Parent are
obtained by applying the equation ð!! ParentÞ^ ð! inÞ^ Child
(illustrated in Section 4) recursively on every Parent. Similarly,
the parents of an entity Child are obtained using the equation
ð  ChildÞ ^ ð inÞ ^ Parent.

Type 3 approximate occurrences can be identified by filtering
entities for a specific role. For example, concrete classes could be
removed if a specific role must be played by an abstract class.
We need to add extra information to the system and motif strings
describing whether an entity is abstract or not and whether a role
must be played by an abstract or concrete entity. We can enforce
that an abstract role is played by an abstract entity using a disjunc-
tion between the characteristic vectors representing all the ab-
stract entities in a system and the characteristic vector of the
entity that must be abstract.

To identify type 4 approximate occurrences, a role can be over-
looked by removing the related class from the design motif model

Table 2
Occurrences when beginning with the co relationship between Composite and
Component.
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and generating the string corresponding to this model. Type 4
approximations are necessary manual because only a maintainers
may decide which role is essential or not for an occurrence of the
motif to be of interest, in her context.

6. Tools

We integrated freely available tools to implement our algo-
rithms to design motif identification. For performance and conve-
nience, we break down our algorithms into two parts: pre-
processing and identification through automata simulation or
bit-vector processing.

6.1. Design motif and system models

We use the PADL meta-model [38] to describe design motifs
and systems. The PADL meta-model defines all the constituents re-
quired to describe the static structure of design motifs and systems
and part of their behaviour, including binary class relationships
[31]. It is associated with several parsers to build models of sys-
tems from AOL, C++, and Java. It also includes a design motif repos-
itory containing several well-known design motifs such as
Abstract Factory, Composite, Facade.

6.2. Eulerian graphs of design motif and system models

We iterate through the PADL models of a design motif and a
system to identify the entities with unequal in-degree and out-de-
gree using adjacency matrices. We then use a Java implementation
of the transportation simplex2 to build flows among entities with
unequal degrees. The obtained flows are added as dummy relation-
ships in the design motif and system models, which thus become
Eulerian digraphs.

6.3. Design motif and system strings

After transforming design motif and system models into Euleri-
an digraphs, we build strings using Thimbleby’s implementation of
an algorithm to solve the Chinese Postman problem [39]. This
implementation uses several well-known algorithms for efficiency,
such as Floyd–Warshall’s shortest path and cycle cancelling.

6.4. Identification algorithms

We implemented the automata simulation algorithm and the
iterative bit-vector processing algorithms in Java. We use a sparse
vector representation for the bit-vector processing algorithm be-
cause our characteristic vectors can be long with most bits being
0-valued. This representation is backed up by a hash map and only
the 1-valued bits are stored in the map to ensure space-efficiency.
Our implementations are available upon request.

7. Case studies

In previous work, constraint programming showed promising
results with respect to the quality of the identified micro-architec-
tures, while metrics decreased identification time significantly.
Similarity scoring showed the best performance. We present two
case studies that (1) compare the results and times of our bit-vec-
tor processing algorithm with previous work and (2) that study its
precision and recall.

7.1. General setup

7.1.1. Precision and recall
Precision and recall are measures defined in information retrie-

val and are computed with the following modified formulas:

precision ¼

100:00% if
jftrue occurrencesgj
¼ jfidentified occurrencesgj ¼ 0

else
jftrue occurrencesg\fidentified occurrencesgj

jfidentified occurrencesgj

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

recall ¼

100:00% if
jftrue occurrencesgj ¼ jfidentified occurrencesgj ¼ 0

else
0% if jftrue occurrencesgj ¼ 0; jfidentified occurrencesgj > 0
else
jftrue occurrencesg\fidentified occurrencesgj

jftrue occurrencesgj

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

The formulas are slightly modified as in previous work [29] for
cases where no true occurrence exists and our algorithm reports
no occurrence because it would not be possible to compute preci-
sion and recall (division by zero). Yet, our algorithm does well not
to produce false positives and therefore its precision and recall
are 100.00%. If there is no true occurrence and our algorithm iden-
tifies false positives, then both its precision and recall are 0%.

7.1.2. Time, memory, and automata simulation
All computations were performed on an AMD Athlon 64 bits at

2 GHz. We retrieved identification times using the Eclipse-based
profiling tool, Eclipse Profiler [40]. We performed all computations
three times and report averages. We do not provide measures of
the memory performance because, in addition to the strings, we
also maintain in memory different models of the design motifs be-
fore constructing the strings and did not want to impede the time
performances by forcing the garbage collector of the Java virtual
machine to run. However, all computations have been performed
using a maximum heap size of 1024 M.

The first part of our algorithm consists in building strings of the
systems to obtain their characteristic vectors, using the transporta-
tion simplex and solving the Chinese postman problem. This com-
putation is only performed once.

We do not include the automata simulation algorithm in the
following case studies because the quality of the identified mi-
cro-architectures and the time required to find them could not
compare favorably with other approaches. Table 3 shows that the
computation times for the identification of the Composite design
motif in two small systems, JUZZLE and JHOTDrAW, are long and, thus,
that automata simulation cannot compare favorably with any
other approaches, in particular Tsantalis et al.’s approach, which
runs under 1 s.

7.1.3. Definition of an occurrence
The definition of one occurrence of a design motif is important

because it dramatically changes the numbers of identified occur-
rences and the computed precision and recall. For example, in
the case of the Composite design motif and the simple example

2 This implementation has been developed by Sung Ki-seok, So Young-seob, Choi
Jin-min, Ju Hien-taek, Eom Soong-eun, and Lee Kyu-sung under the direction of Park
Soon-dal.

Table 3
Computation times for the identification of the Composite design motif in two small
systems, in seconds, by our automata simulation algorithm.

Automata Simulation Composite

Juzzle JHotDraw

Time 287 s 2055 s
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system in Figs. 2 and 3, there could be one or three occurrences
depending on the chosen definition:

fComponent ¼ B;

Composite ¼ E;

Leaf ¼ fC;D;Egg

or

fComponent ¼ B;

Composite ¼ E;

Leaf ¼ Cg
^ fComponent ¼ B;

Composite ¼ E;

Leaf ¼ Dg
^ fComponent ¼ B;

Composite ¼ E;

Leaf ¼ Eg:

The design motifs originally introduced in [4] describe abstractions;
most roles could be fulfilled by more than one class in a system.
However, whether an occurrence of the Composite design motif
includes several leaves or only one leaf is an important question be-
cause its answer varies between approaches and impacts precision
and recall. For example, Tsantalis et al. report occurrences of the
Composite design motif without the Leaf role:

fComponent ¼ B;

Composite ¼ Eg:

The choice of this omitted role is sound but omitting roles cannot be
performed for all motifs systematically. Consequently, we consider
that micro-architectures similar to the Composite design motif
with three leaves counts as three occurrences, as in other previous
work. We use this definition of an occurrence to be able to compare
different approaches because we can adapt our algorithms to count
as previous work but cannot easily adapt previous work to count as
our own.

7.1.4. Choice of the design motifs
We report the number of occurrences and computation times

for five different design motifs on seven systems. The design motifs
are Abstract Factory, Composite, Decorator, Observer,
State/Strategy. We have applied our algorithms on Adapter,
Bridge, Command but cannot report their results in this article
for the sake of clarity, we refer the interested reader to the com-
panion Web site3 that presents all the results in one place. We dis-
tinguish the motifs of the Composite and Decorator by
enforcing the presence of a least one subclass of the class playing
the role of Decorator, i.e. at least one concrete decorator. We can-
not distinguish between the State and Strategy design motifs
because they are identical [41,42] and, thus, only a maintainer
can decide if an occurrence of one of these motifs actually imple-
ments either of the corresponding pattern, based on external clues,
such as names, runtime behaviour, context.

We also compare different approaches using the Abstract

Factory and Composite design patterns, because these are
well-known design patterns with different intents and motifs,
shown in Figs. 2 and 10a. The strings used for the identification
are generated directly from the original class diagrams presented
in [4] and modelled with PADL. No changes were performed to im-
prove precision or recall.

We choose these two motifs to compare approaches because
they highlight different properties of existing algorithms and be-
cause previous work also used these motifs. The Composite de-
sign motif includes a composition relationship and two
inheritance relationships while the Abstract Factory design
motif uses association, creation, and inheritance relationships.
Since in a given system more association relationships exist than
composition relationship and the Abstract Factory has a less
constraining structure with weaker relationships than the Com-

posite, we expect to identify more occurrences for the Abstract
Factory than for the Composite design motif.

7.1.5. Choice of the approximations
Theoretically, any combination of any number of approxima-

tions could lead to the identification of true occurrences of some
design motif. Therefore, all possible combinations of the four
approximations should be considered in our studies. However,
in our previous work, e.g. [21,26], and in the following studies,
we find that two types of approximations are enough to identify
all the occurrences of a design motif. This finding is confirmed by
the study of the approaches and results of other authors, in par-
ticular Tsantalis et al.’s. Moreover, with design motifs where rela-
tionships are important, such as Composite and Abstract

Factory, approximations of types 1 and 2 are sufficient. We will
only use the approximation of type 4 when comparing our algo-
rithm with similarity scoring because it does not report all roles
in its results.

For type 1 approximations, we chose the aggregation relation-
ship as the weakest relationship, i.e. we did not replace aggregation
relationships with weaker ones (association, use). This choice is
sensible because replacing composition relationships by associa-
tion or use relationships would return occurrences that are seman-
tically too distant from the original motif. This choice results in the
first two lines of the Abstract Factory Tables 5 and 10 being
identical because this motif only includes an association relation-
ship which is therefore never approximated.

Type 3 approximations are not considered because they
would not provide more valid occurrences of the design
motifs but artificially increase the numbers of false positive
occurrences.

We do not report in the following approximation of type 4
(deletion) because this approximation provide occurrences that
do not conform to our definition of an occurrence. Indeed, with
the type 4 approximation, our approach returns occurrences
where, for example in the Composite, no class plays the role of
Leaf. Occurrences obtained with this approximation are discussed
later when comparing our approach with Tsantalis et al.’s scoring
algorithm.

7.1.6. Choice of the systems
Table 4 shows the systems used in the following case studies.

These systems range in size from 57 classes to 742 classes, which
represent small to medium systems. They cover a wide range of
domains, from unit testing to games to allow generalization.
They are all open-source and easily accessible for further com-
parisons. Table 4 also presents the average computation times
of the strings, performed once per system, on our test computer.
The string of GANTT PROJECT is longer than the string of AZUREUS,
even though AZUREUS has a larger number of entities, because
more relationships exist in GANTT PROJECT and more dummy rela-
tionships are added by the transportation simplex. (The data on
some of these systems has been updated in comparison to our
previous work [21,29] based on recent improvements and studies
by other authors [9], including numbers of occurrences and
performances.)

3 The companion Web site of this article is available at http://www.ptidej.net/
research/ptidej/epi/.
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7.2. Study of the bit-vector processing algorithm

7.2.1. Objectives and design
Most previous approaches give good results on small and med-

ium size systems but are not usable on large systems, for example
[5] applied his approach on 170 subclasses of class VisualPart in
Smalltalk and the Composite design motif but reported a slow
execution time, performance decreasing with the complexity of

the queries. The objective of this first case study is to show that
our bit-vector processing algorithm is scalable while keeping the
numbers of occurrences tractable, thus showing the quality of
the identification process.

7.2.2. Identified occurrences
Table 5 reports the numbers of occurrences found in each sys-

tem for each motifs depending on the approximations made. As ex-

Fig. 10. Abstract Factory design motif and subset of TROVE’s design.

Table 4
Names, sizes, descriptions of the analyzed systems in the second case study. The last column shows the computation times in seconds for building the models.

Systems Sizes Descriptions Strings

Times (s) Lengths (tokens)

JUZZLE v0.5 57 A puzzle game 1 4817
JUNIT v3.7 209 Unit testing framework 59 19,467
JHOTDRAW v5.1 261 Framework for technical and structured graphics 69 10,161
TROVE v1.1b5 296 High performance collections for Java 25 20,404
QUICKUML 2001 338 A UML class-diagram graphic editor 213 68,671
GANTT PROJECT v1.10.2 503 Tasks management software 752 111,942
AZUREUS v2.3.0.6 742 Peer-to-peer bit-torrent client 1995 90,847

Table 5
Numbers of identified occurrences of the design motifs by our bit-vector processing algorithm (BV).

BV Juzzle JUnit JHotDraw Trove QuickUML Gantt project Azureus

Abstract Factory

No approximation 0 26 81 3192 6 63 136
Relationships (1) 0 26 81 3192 6 63 136
Insertion (2) 0 55 250 12,507 11 71 249
1 and 2 0 55 250 12,507 11 71 249

Composite

No approximation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Relationships (1) 0 6 12 8 2 2 11
Insertion (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 and 2 0 39 103 64 16 2 41

Decorator

No approximation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Relationships (1) 0 0 12 64 0 0 0
Insertion (2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 and 2 0 0 114 512 0 0 0

Observer

No approximation 0 1 17 0 10 15 11
Relationships (1) 0 1 17 0 10 15 11
Insertion (2) 0 4 37 13 10 15 11
1 and 2 0 4 37 13 10 15 11

State/Strategy

No approximation 2 20 107 29 40 88 121
Relationships (1) 2 20 107 29 40 88 121
Insertion (2) 2 120 440 505 62 94 166
1 and 2 2 120 440 505 62 94 166
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pected, when more types of approximations are allowed, more
occurrences are identified by our algorithm. However, the numbers
of occurrences remain tractable and, depending on the context and
on her knowledge of a system, a maintainer could only focus on the
types of approximations that are more likely to provide interesting
occurrences. For example, for QuickUML 2001 and the Composite
design motif, the occurrences identified with type 1 and 2 approx-
imations represent the 16 true micro-architectures existing in the
system, as further explained in Section 7.3.

Table 5 shows that design motifs are not implemented ‘‘by the
book” but adapted to the particular context in which they are used,
as highlighted by the first line of the table, where no exact occur-
rences are found for any of the studied systems.

Trove is interesting because of its particular design. This system
is designed with two separate hierarchy trees. The first hierarchy
tree includes 56 interfaces that are implemented by the single
interface SerializationProcedure while the second one has
for root the THash interface with 58 subclasses that reference
SerializationProcedure, as shown in Fig. 10b. For the Ab-

stract Factory design motif, this design leads to a large number
of occurrences because interface SerializationProcedure

plays the role of Product while any of its 56 super-interfaces
can play the role of Abstract Product. Interface THash or any
of its direct children plays the role of Abstract Factory while
any of its descendant can play the role of Concrete Factory.
Thus, leading to an large number of occurrences.

The number of occurrences for the Abstract Factory design
motifs show that some approximations do not necessarily provide
more occurrences: the two first lines of the first table in Table 5 are
identical because the motif does not include the use of composition
relationships that could be replaced by aggregation relationships.
The two last lines of the same table are identical for the same rea-
son. Only the type 2 approximation allows identifying additional
occurrences, which means that some implementation of the motif
include intermediate entities in their hierarchies.

7.2.3. Precision and recall
Table 6 shows the number of true occurrences (TO), the number

of identified occurrences by the bit-vector processing algorithm
and the associated precision and recall. The true occurrences used
to compute precision and recall were obtained by analyzing the
systems manually to identify micro-architectures similar to the de-
sign motifs. Thus, true occurrences include exact and approximate
occurrences of the motifs. This manual analysis was performed by
two teams belonging to two different universities in the USA and
Italy [43] and the results were put together in an XML database [8].

Our algorithm favors recall over precision, which is consistent
with our objective of identifying all micro-architectures similar
to some design motifs to recover lost design decisions. The some-
what low precision can be explained because of the number of per-

formed approximations. We compare precision and recall for some
of the systems with previous approaches in the next case study.

7.2.4. Performance
Table 7 presents the identification times in seconds of the algo-

rithm. We consider the worst-case scenario for our algorithm
where the user is interested in the occurrences identified with
approximations of types 1 and 2, which include exact as well as
approximate occurrences. In general, the performance of the bit-
vector processing algorithm are reasonable, in particular for uses
in industrial contexts.

As expected, the number of allowed approximations impacts
performance. Certain types of approximation lead to more compu-
tation. For the Composite design motif, the type 1 approximation
decreases performances, as seen in rows labeled ‘‘Relationships
(1)” and ‘‘1 and 2”. The reason for this decrease is the composition
relationship between roles Composite and Component and the
large number of aggregation relationships by which it can be
replaced.

As other example, for the Abstract Factory design motif, the
type 2 approximation decreases dramatically the performances for
JHotDraw and Trove because these two systems have particular de-
signs, as explained previously for Trove, leading to a large number
of classes playing the roles of Abstract Factory and Concrete

Product.
The dashed lines in Figs. 12 and 11 show that there is a general

trend for computation times to depend on the string lengths. This
dependence was expected since the bit-vector processing algo-
rithms iterates over the strings to process triplets. For the Compos-
ite design motif, computation times tend to decrease with the
numbers of occurrences while for Abstract Factory they do in-
crease as expected. This trend is due to the composition relation-
ship in Composite, which reduces the numbers of possible
occurrences, as explained in Section 4.2 by Tables 1 and 2.

7.3. Comparison with previous approaches

7.3.1. Objectives and design
This second case study has for objective to compare our ap-

proach with previous work to show the quality of the identified
micro-architectures. We compare our bit-vector algorithm to DeM-
IMA [29], which uses explanation-based constraint programming,
another approach using metric-enhanced explanation-based con-
straint programming [8], and DESIGN PATTERN DETECTION TOOL, a tool
implementing a similarity scoring algorithm [9].

We present results in terms of numbers of occurrences and
computations times, and precision and recall. Results are pre-
sented in two steps, first we compare our approach with ap-
proaches that uses our definition of an occurrence, second with
Tsantalis et al. approach, which uses a different definition. In this
case study, we apply the algorithms on JUZZLE v0.5, JHOTDRAW v5.1,
and QUICKUML 2001, presented in Table 4, because all approaches
were run on these systems.

7.3.2. Comparison with constraint-based approaches
Table 8 presents the numbers of occurrences of the Abstract

Factory and Composite design motifs identified by three ap-
proaches and their precision and recall: constraint-programming
(CP), constraint-programming with metrics (CP + M), and our bit-
vector processing algorithm (BV) on the three systems.

The numbers4 of approximate occurrences identified by the
constraint-based approaches are high because these approaches

Table 6
Precision and recall of approximate identified occurrences of the two design motifs.
TO means true occurrences (exact and approximate), BV stands for bit-vector
processing algorithm.

Juzzle JHotDraw QuickUML

TO BV TO BV TO BV

Abstract Factory

0 0 0 250 8 11
Precision 100.00% Precision 0.00% Precision 72.73%
Recall 100.00% Recall 0.00% Recall 100.00%

Composite

0 0 52 103 16 16
Precision 100.00% Precision 50.48% Precision 100.00%
Recall 100.00% Recall 100.00% Recall 100.00%

4 The numbers of occurrences are given using the definition presented in Section
7.1.3, which differs from the definition used in our previous work [29].
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perform more automatic approximations than the bit-vector
processing algorithms. Indeed, when no occurrence is found,

constraints are relaxed/removed until there is no more allowed
constraint to relax (or to remove). In the current implementation,

Fig. 11. Study of Abstract Factory computation times.

Table 7
Identification times of the design motifs, in seconds, by our bit-vector processing algorithm (BV).

BV Juzzle (s) JUnit (s) JHotDraw (s) Trove (s) QuickUML (s) Gantt project (s) Azureus (s)

Abstract Factory

No approximation 0 15 6 15 95 277 145
Relationships (1) 0 15 6 16 95 331 147
Insertion (2) 0 15 31 1784 95 316 183
1 and 2 0 15 32 1802 97 398 192

Composite

No approximation 0 3 1 5 22 76 45
Relationships (1) 0 4 1 5 28 105 53
Insertion (2) 0 3 1 5 23 82 46
1 and 2 0 4 3 20 28 157 53

Decorator

No approximation 0 1 0 2 22 77 17
Relationships (1) 1 2 0 2 31 103 21
Insertion (2) 0 1 0 2 22 77 17
1 and 2 1 2 3 90 31 103 21

Observer

No approximation 6 68 19 89 429 681 418
Relationships (1) 6 68 19 90 430 684 422
Insertion (2) 5 78 148 991 460 723 614
1 and 2 6 78 147 992 440 715 512

State/Strategy

No approximation 4 13 12 19 91 277 114
Relationships (1) 3 13 12 19 91 276 114
Insertion (2) 3 46 59 177 126 311 145
1 and 2 3 46 59 184 126 313 145
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for example, binary class relationships are relaxed from composi-
tion to aggregation to association. Use relationships (or the lack
of relationships) are not allowed.

The number of occurrences identified by the bit-vector process-
ing algorithm is tractable as explained in the previous section.
Moreover, the occurrences can be sorted by their distance from
the design motif.

The CP and CP + M approaches have 100% recall by construction
[8,29] thanks to their extensive approximations. Due to the greater
numbers of occurrences identified by the CP and CP + M ap-
proaches, their precision is lower than that of BV.

An example of a ‘‘true” occurrence of the Composite design
motif identified in JHOTDRAW is given below. This occurrence has

been identified using type 1 and 2 approximation. It is a true occur-
rence as confirmed by the documentation of the system.

fComponent ¼ Figure;

Composite ¼ CompositeFigure;

Leaf ¼ ConnectionFigureg

An example of a ‘‘false” occurrence of the same motif in the same
system is given below. This occurrence has been identified using a
type 1 approximation. It exists because the class DecoratorFig-
ure aggregates instances of FigureChangeListener (through
its superclass AbstractFigure and methods such as public void
figureInvalidated(FigureChangeEvent)) as part of its role of

Fig. 12. Study of Composite computation times.

Table 8
Numbers of exact and approximate identified occurrences of the two design motifs as well as precision and recall, a ‘‘–” symbol means that we were not able to obtain the results.
TO means true occurrences (exact and approximate), CP constraint programming, CP + M constraint programming with metrics, and BV bit-vector processing algorithm.

Juzzle JHotDraw QuickUML

TO CP CP + M BV TO CP CP + M BV TO CP CP + M BV

Abstract Factory

0 375 0 0 0 18,461 5235 250 8 5546 1159 11
Precision 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% Precision 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% Precision 0.14% 0.69% 72.73%
Recall 0.00% 100.00% 100.00% Recall 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% Recall 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

Composite

0 0 0 0 52 196 115 103 16 122 84 16
Precision 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% Precision 26.53% 45.21% 50.48% Precision 13.11% 19.05% 100.00%
Recall 100.00% 0.00% 100.00% Recall 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% Recall 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
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Subject in the Observer motif and because both classes Connec-
tionFigure and DecoratorFigure implements the Figure-

ChangeListener interface.

fComponent ¼ FigureChangeListener;

Composite ¼ DecoratorFigure;

Leaf ¼ ConnectionFigureg

Table 9 presents the identification times in seconds. The constraint
programming approaches are slower. We explain these results by
the extent of the performed approximations and the use of a generic
solving algorithm. The performance of the bit-vector processing
algorithm is adequate for daily use.

7.3.3. Comparison with scoring algorithm
Tables 10 and 11 report the numbers of occurrences identified

by our algorithm following the definition of an occurrence of Tsan-
talis et al. and the compared precision and recall.

The number of occurrences identified by the scoring algorithm
for Composite is smaller than that of all other approaches because
the scoring algorithm does not report the Leaf role and does not
allow as many approximations as our algorithm. For Abstract

Factory, both definitions of an occurrence return the same results
because there is no reason to omit a particular role in this motif.

The similarity scoring algorithm, unlike our algorithm, cannot
identify all and every motifs. For example, it cannot identify the
Abstract Factory design motif as indicated by the ‘‘–” in the ta-
ble. Similarly, our algorithm would have difficulty identifying the
Singleton motif, because its structure involves only one class
and no relationship.

The similarity scoring algorithm is faster than other approaches
with times under 1 s for all systems. The bit-vector approach com-
pares favorably with the scoring algorithm even though it is
slightly slower but it has generally a better precision and recall.
Comparison with other approaches is out of the scope of this article
and left as future work.

8. Conclusion, discussion, and future work

We presented an adaptation of two classical pattern matching
algorithms to the software maintenance problem of design motif
identification: automata simulation and bit-vector processing.
We detailed the conversion of the problem of design motif identi-
fication in a problem of approximate string matching.

We implemented automata simulation and bit-vector process-
ing algorithms and studied their performance. We showed that
automata simulation cannot compare favorably with previous ap-
proaches in term of performance. We also detailed the approxima-
tions required to solve the problem adequately and their
introduction in automata simulation and bit-vector processing
algorithms. We then studied the performance, precision, and recall
of bit-vector processing using several small-to-medium systems
and different type of approximations on two well-known yet dif-
ferent design motifs, Composite and Abstract Factory. We
showed that bit-vector processing has interesting performance
while providing tractable numbers of occurrences.

Table 9
Identification times of the design motifs, in seconds. CP stands for constraint
programming, CP + M for constraint programming with metrics, and BV for bit-vector
processing algorithm.

Juzzle JHotDraw QuickUML

CP CP + M BV CP CP + M BV CP CP + M BV

Abstract Factory

813 s 2 s 0 s 165,754 s 37,922 s 32 s 104,258 s 20,320 s 97 s

Composite

47 s 3 s 0 s 907 s 625 s 3 s 1688 s 1164 s 28 s

Table 10
Numbers of identified occurrences of the two design motifs when considering the same definition of an occurrence as Tsantalis et al. BV stands for bit-vector processing
algorithm.

BV Juzzle JUnit JHotDraw Trove QuickUML Gantt project Azureus

Abstract Factory

No approximation 0 26 81 3192 6 63 136
Deletion (4) 0 26 81 3192 6 63 136
Relationships (1) and 4 0 26 81 3192 6 63 136
Insertion (2) and 4 0 55 250 12,507 11 71 194
1 and 2 and 4 0 55 250 12,507 11 71 194

Composite

No approximation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Deletion (4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Relationships (1) and 4 0 2 2 7 1 1 2
Insertion (2) and 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1, 2, and 4 0 3 8 7 2 1 2

Table 11
Precision and recall of approximate identified occurrences of the two design motifs when considering the same definition of an occurrence as Tsantalis et al., a ‘‘–” symbol means
that we were not able to obtain the results. TO means true occurrences (exact and approximate), SC scoring algorithm, and BV bit-vector processing algorithm.

Juzzle JHotDraw QuickUML

TO SC BV TO SC BV TO SC BV

Abstract Factory

0 – 0 0 – 250 8 – 11
Precision – 100.00% Precision – 0.00% Precision – 72.73%
Recall – 100.00% Recall – 100.00% Recall – 100.00%

Composite

0 0 0 2 1 8 2 1 2
Precision 100.00% 100.00% Precision 100.00% 25.00% Precision 100.00% 100.00%
Recall 100.00% 100.00% Recall 50.00% 100.00% Recall 50.00% 100.00%
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We also compared our bit-vector processing algorithm with
previous approaches based on explanation-based constraint pro-
gramming, metrics, and a scoring algorithm, and showed that it
compares favorably in terms of precision and recall to all existing
approaches and, thus, addresses two important aspects of design
motif identification: quality of the occurrences and quality of the
identification process.

Therefore, we can conclude that the two popular pattern match-
ing approaches in bioinformatics, automata simulation and bit-
vector processing, can be used to identify design motifs. Bit-vector
processing algorithms provide interesting performance, precision,
and recall, with respect to previous approaches. Automata simula-
tion seems too slow to be useful in industrial contexts.

However, as with any other structural approaches, automata
simulation and bit-vector processing algorithms suffer from a lim-
ited precision when considering the developers’ intent. Indeed,
even if a micro-architecture is identified as being similar to a motif,
this similarity does not imply that the developers’ introduced it to
solve the related design problems for two reasons: first, it can have
been implemented without the knowledge of the design pattern—a
form a ‘‘rediscovery”; or, second, it could be similar to the motif
accidentally, i.e. it structure is similar but its intent is different. A
typical example of the latter reason includes the State and
Strategy design motifs, which are identical and thus lead to sim-
ilar micro-architectures, even though their intents are clearly dif-
ferent. Consequently, despite their advantages (performance,
approximations, description), our approaches are limited by the
kinds of data that they use during the identification process.
Enriching the models with new kinds of data would lead to an in-
crease in precision and, possibly, a greater correlation between the
identifier micro-architecture, their related motifs, and the develop-
ers’ intent. Yet, it is unclear what kinds of data could be used,
which can also be automatically extracted from source code. Only
few work address this problem, Kampffmeyer’s work tried to ad-
dress the intent of design patterns [30].

Previous limitations, along with reduced precision and long
computation times, explain that the industry is not yet using de-
sign motif identification approaches on a daily basis. Moreover,
no study has shown so far concretely and extensively a positive
impact on the developers’ development and maintenance efforts
of these approaches. Our work, as some other previous work, is a
step towards providing the industry with precise and fast iden-
tification approaches. Yet, some more work is necessary to pro-
vide convenient approaches, i.e. unintrusive and integrated to
the developers’ environment, as well as evidence of a positive
impact.

In future work, we will study the use of metric-based analyses
to reduce the search space to further improve performance, preci-
sion, and recall. Also, we will integrate data related to method and
field declarations in the string matching process to have finer-grain
definitions of the design motifs to improve precision and recall. We
will also compare our approach with other approaches in details,
from the choices of the design motif specifications to their perfor-
mance, precision, and recall. Finally, we plan to investigate the im-
pact on developers’ development and maintenance efforts of our
approach and others.

We are currently conducting more experiments on even larger
systems and are assessing the generalisation of our bit-vector pro-
cessing algorithm to other types of design motifs, in particular
antipatterns [44].
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